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SUMMARY
Inventive and creative professional with an accomplished background in technology,
entertainment and driving human connection. Multiple projects while working for Broadway,
Hollywood and on personal creative tech initiatives have allowed me to combine these
passions and reach a wide audience. I have been strengthening my engineering skills while
working for Citi as a contractor through Revature.

SKILLS
HTML/CSS/JavaScript
React
Figma
Webflow
Adobe Suite

Postman
Apigee API Platform
Communication
Quality Engineering

EXPERIENCE
Engineer Lead Analyst
Irving, TX
Citi/ Feb 2022 to Current

Develop UI/UX experiences to aid API and microservices development.
Leverage front-end tools like JavaScript, React, Redux and Tailwinds CSS to build
interfaces.
Connect Google Apigee API and proxy shared flows with front-end client views.
Serve as Scrum Master and manage user stories and sprint tasks within Jira software.
As a TPM, facilitate communication between teams regarding project details and
blockers.
Coordinate Apigee training sessions with developers.
Engage in QE responsibilities of testing proxy development and internal tools with
Postman and Apigee trace monitoring, clearing all for SDLC approval and product
release schedules.

Web Developer
Irving, TX
Self Employed Web/ May 2019 to Current

Discuss goals and timelines with clients, draft formal proposals through HelloBonsai.
Design websites and applications through Figma and map out the build structure.
Code and construct the site using HTML, CSS, JS, React, or Webflow.
Deploy sites with version control and web hosting with client access.
Enable and track Google Analytics and SEO settings.
Produce YouTube tutorial videos about my design process from the ground up.
Personally film and edit content with Adobe Premiere, Photoshop and Illustrator.

Web Designer
New York, NY
Alternatives 2D/3D, Inc./ Oct 2021 to Nov 2021

Developed website content for an established branding and design agency.
Designed email marketing templates and web page layouts in Adobe XD.



Translated wireframes to live sites using HTML/CSS, JavaScript and Wordpress.
Maintained client branding and tone throughout concept iterations.

Production Assistant
Burbank, CA
Warner Bros/ Aug 2018 to Dec 2018

Facilitated production office duties on the Warner Brother's lot that helped the sitcom
attain over 10 million viewers for it's 2018 premiere on ABC.
Coordinated timely script printing and deliveries to A-list actors and crew.
Constructed dressing rooms and educational spaces at the stage location.
Authorized the audience coordination for VIP guests at live weekly show tapings.
Onboarding of new employees while distributing paperwork and ID badges.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING
Bachelor of Arts: Drama
New York University May 2016
New York, NY

WEBSITES, PORTFOLIOS, PROFILES
https://cullenkuch.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGgn7ZNR4uaGWsfQOsy4c7g


